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Altschuler, Bruce E. **Political Science, Emeritus**


Andrews, David **Economics**


Bacher, Leigh F. **Psychology**


Bendinskas, Kestutis **Chemistry**


Braun, Timothy F. **Chemistry**

Brunson, John  

**Bibliography**


Crider, David  

**Communication Studies**


Damkaci, Fehmi  

**Chemistry**


Delaney, Tim  

**Sociology**

**Dunn, David A.**  
Biological Sciences


**Echelbarger, Charles**  
Philosophy, Emeritus


**Fenlon, Amanda**  
Curriculum & Instruction


**Friedman, Barry A.**  
Marketing & Management


**Giglio, Juliet**  
English

Gilliard-Cook, Theresa

Extended Learning


Glidden, Lisa

Political Science


Hellquist, C. Eric

Biological Sciences


Hertz-Ohmes, Peter

Modern Languages & Literatures, Emeritus


Jung, Taejin

Communication Studies


**Kane, John**  
Economics


**Kumar, Alok**  
Physics


**MacKenzie, James**  
Biological Sciences


**Markert, Linda Rae**  
Educational Administration


**Markowsky, Vincent**  
Counseling Services Center

McKeown, Joshua

International Education & Programs


Munger, Kristen A.

Counseling & Psychological Services


Murray, Maria S.

Curriculum & Instruction


Nanthakumar, Ampalavanar  Mathematics


Ochoa, Marilyn  Library


Perticone, Eugene X.  Counseling & Psychological Services, Emeritus


Rivera-Vazquez, Omara  Public Justice


Rodgers, Mary Tone  Accounting, Finance & Law

Schofield, Damian  
**Computer Science**


Sime, Karen R.  
**Biological Sciences**


Smiley, Marilynn  
**Music, Emerita**


Spizman, Lawrence  Economics, Emeritus


Steiger, Scott  Atmospheric and Geological Sciences


Tomascak, Paul  Atmospheric and Geological Sciences


Turco, Lewis  English, Emeritus


Wellman, Judith  History, Emerita


West, Brandon  Library

**Wilcox, Elizabeth**  
**Mathematics**


---

**Wood, Dan**  
**Music**


---

**Wright, Jane**  
**Library, Emerita**


---

**Zenor, Jason**  
**Communication Studies**

Faculty Donations by Department

Accounting, Finance & Law

Mary Tone Rodgers

Atmospheric and Geological Sciences

Scott Steiger
Paul Tomascak

Biological Sciences

John Brunson, Emeritus
David A. Dunn
C. Eric Hellquist
James MacKenzie
Karen Sime

Chemistry

Kestutis Bendinskas
Timothy Braun
Fehmi Damkaci

Communication Studies

David Crider
Taejin Jung
Jason Zenor

Computer Science

Damian Schofield

Counseling & Psychological Services

Kristen A. Munger
Eugene X. Perticone, Emeritus
Counseling Services Center
  Vincent Markowsky

Curriculum & Instruction
  Amanda Fenlon
  Maria S. Murray

Economics
  David Andrews
  John Kane
  Lawrence Spizman, Emeritus

Educational Administration
  Linda Rae Markert

English
  Juliet Giglio
  Lewis Turco, Emeritus

Extended Learning
  Theresa Gilliard-Cook

History
  Judith Wellman, Emerita

International Education & Programs
  Joshua McKeown

Library
  Marilyn Ochoa
  Brandon West
  Jane Wright, Emerita
Marketing & Management
   Barry A. Friedman

Mathematics
   Ampalavanar Nanthakumar
   Elizabeth Wilcox

Modern Languages & Literatures
   Peter Hertz-Ohmes, Emeritus

Music
   Marilynn Smiley, Emerita
   Dan Wood

Philosophy
   Charles Echelbarger, Emeritus

Physics
   Alok Kumar

Political Science
   Bruce Altschuler, Emeritus
   Lisa Glidden

Psychology
   Leigh Bacher

Public Justice
   Omara Rivera-Vazquez

Sociology
   Tim Delaney
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